2019 CJ’S BARREL SYRAH
$50 / bottle / Production: 70 cases
2019 was a year of mild temperatures in keeping
with the maritime influence of our cool climate. We
concentrated our efforts on using grapes from two clone
varieties and making use of whole clusters to increase
the complexity and intensity of this year’s CJ’s Barrel
Syrah. Following the aging process, we selected barrels
that best represented this year’s climate, seeking a
balance between freshness and creaminess as well as
between herbs and fruits on the palate. The result is a
wine containing a fruit-forward expression with notes of
spices, raspberries and blueberries that burst across the
tongue. While ready to uncork and enjoy now, the 2019
CJ’s Barrel will only improve through the years.
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2019 BAYO OSCURO SYRAH

$42 / bottle / Production: 115 cases

SPRING ‘21

The grapes harvested to craft the 2019 Bayo Oscuro Syrah
are a single clone variety from vines planted in 1999 on one
of our hillside areas where the soil is rich with decomposed

Our vineyards, first planted in 1998, consist of 350 acres

granite. Since 2018, we have employed the use of whole

nestled within the hillsides of our family farm. In 2020, our

grape clusters to broaden the spectrum of aromas and

vineyard was certified organic. We harvest at very low yields:

flavors present in the wine. 2019’s vintage contains an
expression bursting with blackberries and slightly smoky

typically two to three tons per acre — a necessity just to
ripen our crop. We harvest a handful of special blocks for
our own Kingston Family wines.

notes, along with spices and fruit that dance across the
tongue. The wine is fresh and vibrant, with lots of texture
and intensity in the mouth. It is a very young wine that,
while well-primed to be tasted now, will get better with age
and be delightful to enjoy in a couple of years.
Sales/USA Import: 520 La Mesa Drive, Portola
Valley, CA 94028 USA - phone: +1 (650) 854-4146
Winery: Hijuela El Maitén, Casablanca, Chile
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www.kingstonvineyards.com
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2019 CJ’S BARREL CHARDONNAY
$42 / bottle / Production: 78 cases

2020 ROSILLO ROSÉ

$28 / bottle / Production: 250 cases

2020 CARIBLANCO SAUVIGNON BLANC

2018 SPARKLING

$22 / bottle / Production: 360 cases

$42 / bottle / Production 152 cases

The grapes used to make the 2019 CJ’s Barrel Chardonnay

Given the warmer weather in 2020, the harvest came

The warmer 2020 season meant we harvested the grapes

This was the second year that we produced this

underwent the winemaking process in separate lots,

earlier and we used direct pressing to create a more

earlier and more quickly than the year before, allowing

wine that began in 2017 as an experiment. The 2018

some aged in concrete eggs while others in stainless

delicate balance in the Rosillo Rosé. High-quality grapes

us to maintain natural acidity and freshness in the 2020

Sparkling is a luscious combination of 50% Pinot

steel barrels. The freshest of the batch were fermented

lent themselves to a concentrated and complex vintage.

Cariblanco Sauvignon Blanc. While a frost during the

Noir and 50% Chardonnay. This mixture contains

with their skins and then aged in French oak barrels for 14

Fresh and creamy on the palate, the 2020 Rosillo Rose

2019 Chilean spring contributed to bud damage and a

a perfect balance between minerality and a fruit-

months. What results is an elegant and subtle but highly

contains notes of candied orange and strawberries. This

low yield of productive grapes, this meant that there

complex wine that explodes with minerality and is ready

is a slightly sweeter wine that faithfully reflects the year’s

was a high concentration of flavors among the grapes

to be uncorked at your leisure.

harvest during a challenging time.

that remained and were chosen for harvest. This wine
is abundant in creaminess and texture, with notes of dry
grass and citrus fruits in the mouth. We hope you enjoy
this uniquely crafted wine from an unusual year.

forward expression. Having undergone two years of
aging with its lees, it maintains a lot of complexity in
the nose. Creaminess and volume are accompanied
by textures and acidity that create a great tension
in the mouth. Breathe in aromas of toasted brioche,
flowers, red berries, and white pepper. On the palate,
flavors such as fruits, almonds, and hazelnuts
abound. The finish is quite long with a hint of vanilla.
This wine is to be uncorked and celebrated when you
are ready.
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